Confidently Advise Clients on Merger Control Procedures and Clearance Trends

Regulatory scrutiny of M&A deals is intensifying and becoming an increased risk for successful deal-making globally. Competition authorities use their extensive investigative powers to gather vast amounts of data and forensically analyze markets. At the same time, governments worldwide are seeking to strengthen their powers to intervene in transactions involving foreign acquisitions.

With MLex’s real-time intelligence and analysis on mergers that require regulatory clearance, you can keep track of key regulatory-review processes around the globe.

Our expert coverage also extends to proposals to change underlying merger laws, court litigation against approved deals, or where regulators challenge mergers in courts to block them. MLex attends major conferences, court cases and follows decisions globally to provide the most insightful and up-to-date commentary on merger reviews.

Stay informed of merger review procedures around the world.

Know exactly how your clients’ and their rivals’ merger review procedures are progressing across multiple jurisdictions. MLex provides insights that will help you and your clients navigate merger clearance procedures and act quickly if a transaction appears to be heading in a concerning direction.

Develop winning legal strategies for merger clearance.

Advise your clients on the best tactics to get their merger cleared, or block that of a rival. Our expert reporters and analysts dive deep into merger decisions to explain how they impact future enforcement trends and what precedents they set. They also follow regulators speaking across the globe, giving you the latest insight into their intentions to enforce.

Advise clients on creating a merger strategy based on previous mergers.

Inform your client’s strategy based on previous transaction results in similar cases. Offer clients insights on the remedies needed in a specific market or for a specific regulator. MLex coverage is predictive and will allow you to better counsel clients through the merger process.
Don’t just take our word for it.
Check out these examples of our Mergers & Acquisitions coverage:

LSE’s sale of Borsa Italiana is necessary but not sufficient for EU Refinitiv approval
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE >

Nvidia, Arm face strong initial pushback in China over $40 billion takeover
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE >

New US DOJ merger manual doubles down on strong preference for divestiture fixes
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE >

About MLex
Our investigative reporters are on the ground, where you need us the most. We break news on developmental regulation from the earliest stages of industry consultation, right through enforcement and litigation from the world’s most critical centers in North America, Latin America, Europe and Asia. MLex experts provide insight that isn’t available elsewhere – our relationships with local sources allow you access to information before it is public. You can count on MLex for not only news and updates, but also expert analyses that explain how businesses are impacted, portfolios that show the history of a particular issue and source documents from regulatory agencies.